
CIV172 I t d ti t S t i bl Ci ilCIV172 – Introduction to Sustainable Civil 
Engineering

Introduction



Module Learning OutcomesModule Learning Outcomes

E l i h f i bili d i l f l b l• Explain the concept of sustainability and give examples of global-
scale and local-scale approaches to achieving it. 

• Demonstrate an awareness of how natural resource use, climate ,
change, pollution and waste management are interconnected and 
impact on civil engineering. 

• [Characterise chemical and biological processes in environmental• [Characterise chemical and biological processes in environmental 
systems in order to formulate and solve specific environmental 
problems. ]

• [Write and apply balanced chemical reactions and mass balances 
that describe chemical and biological processes in the environment.]

• Understand the positive impact that civil engineers can have on theUnderstand the positive impact that civil engineers can have on the 
environment, society and the economy 



Module ContentModule Content

Climate 
Change

Waste & 
Pollution

Resources –
Energy and water ChangePollutionEnergy and water

Sustainability Sustainable 
buildings & cities

Environmental 
systems

Chemical, physical and 
biological processes



PracticalitiesPracticalities

S ff• Staff
– Dr Virginia Stovin
– ~5 external speakers

• MOLE
• Assessment

[50%] 2 hour examination (on line test) covering all– [50%] 2 hour examination (on-line test) covering all 
aspects of the module

– [50%] Coursework (Design of a Sustainable Building)

• Tutorials• Tutorials
– Thursdays at 12:00, Workrooms 1 & 2
– Weeks 3-12

• Report writing
• Preparing for the exam



The move towards sustainable developmentThe move towards sustainable development

• During the last few years, g y
Sustainable Development has 
become accepted as the model 
according to which world society must 

Environment

progress: 
– “that which meet the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs”generations to meet their own needs  
(UNCED, 1987).

• The ‘triple bottom line’:
– Social progress that meets the needs of p g

everyone
– High and stable economic growth and 

employment
Effective protection and enhancement of

SocietyEconomy

– Effective protection and enhancement of 
the environment with prudent use of natural 
resources

Ci ilCivil
Engineers



Shared UK 
principles ofprinciples of 
sustainable 
development



Sustainable Civil EngineeringSustainable Civil Engineering

M h d f• Meet the needs of 
the children/ 
community (social)

• Be delivered within 
budget (economic)

• Be resource• Be resource 
efficient – energy 
and materials

• Be sympathetic to 
natural 
environment

A new school should ..



Civil Engineering and the EnvironmentCivil Engineering and the Environment

P f i l E i E i ll i d• Professional Engineer – Environmentally conscious,  and 
aware of sustainability concepts
e.g. choice of materials, use of mitigation (e.g. tree planting g , g ( g p g
for screening), knowledge of relevant legislation (e.g. on 
environmental impact assessment, health and safety), 
adoption of environmentally-sensitive site practicesadoption of environmentally sensitive site practices.  
Sustainability – considering the social and economic aspects.

• Specialist in environmental engineering applications
e.g. public health engineering (water supply and treatment), 
geotechnics, remediation of contaminated land.

• Environmental scientistEnvironmental scientist
e.g. applications of biological principles to design innovative 
water treatment processes (reedbeds).



Key Civil Engineering SkillsKey Civil Engineering Skills

B i i il i i kill i i l l i d d i• Basic civil engineering skills in numerical analysis and design
• Appreciation of key environmental issues and sustainability 

conceptsp
e.g. sustainability, resource depletion, energy generation and use, 
climate change, pollution, politics/economics, national and global 
perspectives etcperspectives etc.

• Multidisciplinary awareness
– Scientific – e.g. sewage treatment uses biological and chemical processes;  

understanding groundwater pollution requires knowledge of hydrogeology;  
environmental impact assessment requires knowledge of ecology, acoustics, etc.

– Political – solutions may be determined by politics/economics/education rather 
than Technology e g transport planning subsidies for alternative energythan Technology – e.g. transport planning, subsidies for alternative energy, 
public opposition to GM crops, education to promote waste minimisation and 
recycling. 



Key Civil Engineering Skills continuedKey Civil Engineering Skills - continued

Eff i i i• Effective communication
– Cross-disciplinary

Awareness of the ‘language’ of ecologists, chemists etc.
Ecological principles/models: cycles; systems and webs; biodiversity.

– Public
Ability to present civil engineering concepts to a broader audience.

• Conceptual analysis and innovation
New technologies emerging.  ‘Standard’ solutions are not always 
available or appropriate in particular circumstances Use knowledgeavailable or appropriate in particular circumstances.  Use knowledge 
of interacting processes to develop novel and effective solutions.

– Ability to ‘guesstimate’ order-of-magnitude quantities.
– Holistic, system-based, integrated, interdependent analysis.

e.g. consider the hydrological cycle as a whole in order to appreciate the 
implications of deforestation. 



Why is Civil Engineering more environmentally 
conscious than ever before?

• Public awareness of environmental problems
– Energy use, global warming and climate change
– Resources, waste and recycling 
– Pollution and disruption of atmospheric, terrestrial, freshwater and marine 

environments
– Accidents related to hazardous chemicals
– Land use, conservation and biodiversity

All these directly or indirectly threaten human existence on Earth.
– Food (including clean water and unpolluted air)
– Industrial and commercial productsIndustrial and commercial products
– Medicines
– Tourism and recreation 

• Legislative pressures global EU and National legislation• Legislative pressures – global, EU and National legislation
• Economic pressures – polluter pays, legal battles cost money and 

cause delays (e.g. Newbury bypass, Manchester Airport second 
runway) for developers, construction companies with poor public 
image for environmental awareness lose contracts.



Environmental impact of the construction 
sector

72 5 illi f i d d li i• 72.5 million tonnes of construction and demolition waste was 
produced in England and Wales in 1999.  However, 35% of this 
waste was recycled and a further 13% was used for engineering on 
landfill sites

• the quarrying of about 220 million tonnes of aggregate in England 
and Wales in 1998and Wales in 1998

• the use of 24% of total energy consumption by industry in the UK in 
1996 for the manufacture and transportation of construction 

t i lmaterials
[ICE, 2002, Society, sustainability and civil engineering]



A force for goodA force for good …

Ed i Ch d i k S f h P L C i i i h U i dEdwin Chadwick, Secretary of the Poor Law Commission in the United 
Kingdom, penned the ‘sanitary idea` as a means of promoting better 
health among the masses, in the 1842 report ‘An inquiry into the 
Sanitary Conditions of the Labouring Population of Great Britain’.  Prior 
to this period, household wastes, liquid and solid, were simply dumped 
on the public streets and left to rot and blow away.  Chadwick called for p y
street and house cleaning by means of supplies of water and improved 
sewage collection and specifically stated that ‘aid be sought from the 
science of the Civil Engineer not from the Physician’science of the Civil Engineer, not from the Physician .  
It is hoped that Civil Engineers will also find themselves at the forefront 
of sustainable development and environmental management initiatives 
f th t 150of the next 150 years.



In the last 50 years, civil engineering has 
brought:

bl illi• potable water to millions
• effective treatment of sewage and waste other than waste waters, 

with dramatic reductions in discharges of pollutants to rivers and the g p
sea

• reliable electricity supplies
t i l ti f t i t d l d d it b t• extensive reclamation of contaminated land and its subsequent 

beneficial development
• extensive flood defences

[ICE, 2002, Society, sustainability and civil engineering]



Early pioneersEarly pioneers ..

Si J h Willi B l (28 M h 1819• Sir Joseph William Bazalgette (28 March 1819 –
15 March 1891) was one of the great English civil 
engineers of the Victorian era. As the chief 
engineer of London's Metropolitan Board of Works, 
his major achievement was the creation of a sewer 
network for central London, which helped relieve , p
the city from cholera epidemics, while beginning 
the clean-up of the River Thames, which had 
reached a nadir with "The Great Stink" of 1858reached a nadir with The Great Stink  of 1858.

• Thomas Crapper 
popularized the flush toilet



The four phases of technology:The four phases of technology:

I di t T h l D l t f t l th t L t i• Immediate Technology. Development of tools that 
assist in hunting, planting crops, building shelters.

• Urban Technology. Communal development of 
facilities (e g irrigation) development of specialist

Latrines

Sewers
facilities (e.g. irrigation), development of specialist 
and trade.  Construction based on ‘rules of thumb’.

• Rational Technology.  Industrial revolution.  
Engineering science. Massive harnessing of

Sewage Treatment
WorksEngineering science.  Massive harnessing of 

energy.
• Systems Technology.  Complex problems.  Focus 

on behaviour of whole structure, rather than a 

Works

Integrated catchment 
Management

single beam.  Focus on long-term management of 
water resources, rather than on the principles of 
dam design.  Holistic river basin management, 
rather than design of treatment works

g

Sustainable drainage

rather than design of treatment works.  
Environmental, social economic factors as well as 
technology.

Peter Stahre,
Malmo



Selected Notable Events:Selected Notable Events:
• 1854 10,000 deaths in Broad Street Pump 

cholera outbreak 1840s London drinkingcholera outbreak.  1840s London drinking 
water pumped from Thames, sewage 
pumped into Thames.  1870 Bazalgette’s 
sewerage system.  Abstraction of drinking se e age sys e bs ac o o d g
water upstream at Teddington.

• Air pollution episodes in many major cities 
due to combination of SO2 from coal 
burning and winter atmospheric inversions.  
4000 excess deaths in London in 1952.  UK 
Clean Air Act in 1956.
1957 Fire in Windscale (C mbria UK)• 1957 Fire in Windscale (Cumbria, UK) 
plutonium production reactor ignited three 
tonnes of uranium.  Official death toll 39.

• 1962 Rachel Carson in ‘Silent Spring’ noted• 1962 Rachel Carson in Silent Spring  noted 
the demise of plant and animal life in rural 
USA arising from increased use of agro-
chemicals.



Selected Notable Events (continued):Selected Notable Events (continued):

1976 di i ( i ) l t S• 1976 dioxin (carcinogen) release at Seveso, 
Italy.

• 1978 Cypriot tanker, the Amoco Cadiz, 
grounded.  Spillage of 65,562,000 gallons of 
oil.  Pollution of 160 km of French coast.

• 1979 Release of radioactive stream after water 
pump breaks down at Three Mile Island, USA.

• 1980 Chemical spill due to Sandez factory fire, 
Basel, Switzerland.  Rhine polluted for 200 km.

• 1986 Chernobyl nuclear reactor explodes. 
Radioactive cloud spreads across Europe.

• 1984 Union Carbide pesticide plant leaks toxic1984 Union Carbide pesticide plant leaks toxic 
gas, Bhopal, India.  Death of 2,352+ people 
officially.



• 1989 Exxon Valdez tanker grounded on Bligh Reef, Prince William 
Sound, Alaska.  Over 1000 km of coastline polluted.

• 1991 Oil fields set alight by Iraqi forces during the Gulf war.



Recent RemindersRecent Reminders
Hurricane Katrina 
(A t 2005)

BPDeepwater Horizon Gulf of 
M i il ill (A il 2010)(August 2005) Mexico oil spill (April 2010)

Up to 80% of New Orleans, 
6ft (2m) below sea level, was 
flooded after defensive 
barriers were overwhelmed.



Issues:Issues:

P bl i d i h d h i d f• Problems associated with sewage and energy use have existed for 
over 150 years.  Now we are also witnessing complex 
chemical/nuclear issues, political/economic considerations and 
biotechnology.

• Many incidents have acted as triggers for significant developments 
in environmental engineering and legislation but ideally we shouldin environmental engineering and legislation, but ideally we should 
anticipate rather than react.

• Increasingly transnational and global effects.
• Distrust of engineers (particularly chemical, nuclear).



Sustainable DevelopmentSustainable Development

• Civil Engineering is key to EnvironmentCivil Engineering is key to 
the delivery of 
sustainable development

Environment

• The ‘triple bottom line’:
– Social progress that meets the 

needs of everyoneneeds of everyone
– High and stable economic growth 

and employment
SocietyEconomy– Effective protection and 

enhancement of the environment
with prudent use of natural 

SocietyEconomy

resources
Civil

Engineers



An Introduction to Water Engineering atAn Introduction to Water Engineering at 
Sheffield



Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
CIV172 CIV202 CIV376 CIV476CIV172
Introduction to 
Sustainable Civil 
Engineering

CIV202
Pump and Pipeline 
Hydraulics
Marian Hogg

CIV376
Flooding
James Shucksmith

CIV476
Risk
Chris Keylock

Virginia Stovin
gg

CIV102
Civil Engineering 
M h i

CIV233
Open Channel 
H d li

CIV339
Civil Engineering 
H d li D i

CIV431
Sewer System 
Si l ti P j tMechanics

Marian Hogg
Hydraulics
Joby Boxall

Hydraulics Design
Virginia Stovin

Simulation Project
Adrian Saul

CIV235 CIV337 CIV471CIV235
Water and 
Wastewater
Wei Huang

CIV337
Urban Drainage 
Engineering
Adrian Saul

CIV471
Environmental River 
Processes
Joby Boxall

Virginia
Stovin

Marian
Hogg

Joby
Boxall

Wei
Huang

Adrian
Saul

Chris
Keylock

James
Shucksmith



Summary of 
Departmental Research

W t di t ib ti t• Water distribution systems
– leakage 
– water quality

• Urban drainage (sewerage) systems• Urban drainage (sewerage) systems
– Combined Sewage Overflows 

(CSOs) and Storage
– Stormwater management andStormwater management and 

flooding 
– Sustainable urban drainage systems

• Flooding
• River impacts
• Water quality processes – sediment 

and solute transport, dispersion and 
mixing 

– Field measurements
– Laboratory studies

N i l i l ti– Numerical simulation -
computational fluid dynamics 



Global warmingGlobal warming



Global warming recent indicatorsGlobal warming – recent indicators

Th d b i• The area covered by sea ice 
in the Arctic has shrunk for a 
fourth consecutive year: 
"September 2005 ill set a"September 2005 will set a 
new record minimum in the 
amount of Arctic sea ice 
cover“cover

• Hurricanes in Gulf of Mexico 
widely attributed to Global 
WarmingWarming





Kyoto ProtocolKyoto Protocol

1997 l ll bi di h i i bj i f1997 - sets legally-binding greenhouse gas emission objectives for 
each industrialised country, as listed in its Annex B. These countries 
should, as a whole, achieve at least a 5% reduction in emissions from 
1990 levels over the 2008-2012 period.



Climate ChangeClimate Change

• In 2007, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), , g g ( ),
the world’s most authoritative body on climate change, concluded 
that most of the observed increase in global average temperatures 
since the mid-20th century is very likely due to the observedsince the mid 20th century is very likely due to the observed 
increase in anthropogenic (man-made) greenhouse gas 
concentrations. 
H i l b l li t h i ? T t h i b• How is global climate changing? Temperatures have risen by 
about 0.74°C on average across the globe from 1906 to 2005.

• How is the UK’s climate changing? Average temperatures have g g g p
increased by 0.7°C in the UK since 1659. Summers have become 
hotter and drier; winters milder and wetter. 



Summers have become hotter and drier; winters milder and wetter. 



UKCIP ScenariosUKCIP Scenarios



Other UK Climate Change ImpactsOther UK Climate Change Impacts

S h ill b h• Some weather extremes will become more common, others 
less common…

– The number of very hot summer days is expected to increase, and high 
temperatures similar to those experienced in August 2003 or July 2006 (>3 °C 
above average) are expected to become common by the end of this century

– The number of very cold winter days is expected to decrease, and low 
temperatures similar to those experienced in February 1947 or January/Februarytemperatures similar to those experienced in February 1947 or January/February 
1963 (>3 °C below average) are expected to become highly uncommon by the 
end of this century

• Sea level will continue to rise• Sea level will continue to rise…
– Global sea level is expected to continue to rise (high confidence), and by 2100 it 

could have risen by as much as 80 cm around the UK coast
by 2100 storm surge events could occur up to 20 times more frequently for some– by 2100 storm surge events could occur up to 20 times more frequently for some 
coastal locations


